OTDC weekend bonanza for wives
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BHUBANESWAR: Are you travel-savvy but your husband is unable to accompany you and your kids for an outing due to his professional preoccupation?

Don’t worry. You can look forward to the special package tour of Orissa Tourism Development Corporation (OTDC) that promises to take care of such worries.

With fast-changing lifestyles and demanding professions, women, especially housewives, are finding it difficult to have the company of their husbands to freak out on weekends.

Children too have the same difficulties.

“Realising the problem, we have planned package tours for women of the City who don’t have to depend on their husbands,” informed OTDC marketing manager Alok Mishra.

“Since OTDC enjoys public confidence as a Government organisation, we are getting good response to the initiative,” he added.

OTDC has identified about a dozen tourist destinations, which can be covered in a day without any night halt.

The spots include Bhubaneswar, Pipili, Konark, Ramachandi, Puri, Barunei, Atri, Baliharchandi, Satapada, Barkul and Narayani. Besides, exclusive trips to nearby places like Nandankanan Zoo and Dhauli hills are being arranged.
A trip to the Chandaka sanctuary could be an exciting experience, Mishra claimed.

“Since OTDC has collaborated with the Forest department, it is the only travel service to operate tours to the sanctuary,” he added.

The travel plans are flexible and can be modified to suit the interests of customers, Mishra explained.

“Since a minimum of five persons is required to arrange a trip, we encourage women to share the trip with their friends and neighbours. We can also provide women guides on request and the packages are modestly priced,” he claimed.

Details can be had from mobile no 9861126800.